Abstract. N -wise testing is a widely used technique for combinatorial interaction testing. Prioritizing testing reorders test cases by relevance, testing important aspects more thoroughly. We propose a novel technique for N -wise test case generation to satisfy the three distinct prioritization criteria of interaction coverage, weight coverage, and KL divergence. The proposed technique generates small N -wise test cases, where high-priority test cases appear early and frequently. Our early evaluation confirms that the proposed technique improves on existing techniques based on the three prioritization criteria.
Introduction
N -wise testing (N = 1, 2, ...), e. g., pairwise testing when N = 2, is a widely used technique for combinatorial interaction testing. It is based on a coverage criterion called interaction coverage, which stipulates to test all N -tuples of parameter values at least once, given a system under test (SUT) model as sets of parameters, parameter values, and constraints to express parameter interactions.
Recently, techniques for prioritized N-wise testing, which covers prioritized test aspects earlier and more thoroughly, have been proposed. This is motivated by practical demand, as resources for testing are often limited in real-world software development. Previous work on prioritized N -wise testing mainly falls into two categories: (1) reordering of test cases based on coverage criteria such as code coverage [2, 8] , and (2) generating prioritized test cases given SUT models with user-defined priorities assigned to parameters or values [1, 3, 5, 6] . ( We call such models weighted SUT models.)
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to prioritizing N -wise testing, along the line of category (2) . Our technique for prioritized N -wise test case generation, given weighted SUT models, satisfies the following criteria:
-CO: Higher-priority test cases should appear earlier.
-CF: Higher-priority parameter values should appear more frequently.
-CS: The number of test cases should be as small as possible. The next section describes the state-of-the-art techniques for prioritized Nwise test case generation. It shows that existing techniques only consider some of the criteria. In Section 3, we explain the proposed technique in detail, together with a comparison of our technique with the state-of-the-art techniques using sample data. The last section concludes this paper and proposes future work.
Related Work
Our running example, the weighted SUT model shown in Tab. 1-(a), has three parameters: (OS, CPU, Browser). Each parameter has two, three, and five values, respectively. Weights are assigned to values, as specified in parentheses, e. g., value Win has weight 2. (For brevity, we do not consider constraints; N -wise constraints can be managed in the initial enumeration phase of our algorithm.) The weight of a value pair is the sum of the weights of its values. Tab. 1-(b) shows all the value pairs and their weights, W , in the model. A test case is a set of value assignments for all parameters. A pairwise (N -wise) test suite is a set of test cases that covers all pairs (N -tuples) of values in the model.
For prioritized N -wise test generation given a weighted SUT model, several techniques have been proposed [1, 3, 5, 6] . Some techniques use priority for ordering test cases [1, 6] , while others use it for balancing the occurrences (frequency) of test cases [3, 5, 7] . Tab. 2(c)−(f) show the test suites generated by these techniques. They all generate test cases one at a time, until all value pairs are covered. We briefly introduce the difference among these methods here. Prioritization criteria are considered when selecting a new test case as follows.
Order-focused prioritization: CTE-XL [6] aims to obtain test cases ordered by weight. It focuses on the weight of values assigned to a new test case. On the other hand, Bryce's technique [1] aims to obtain test cases with better weight coverage, as defined in Fig. 1 . To this aim, it provides an approximate algorithm to maximize the weight of newly-covered pairs in a new test case.
Both techniques share the advantage that important test cases appear at an earlier stage of a test suite, satisfying criterion CO. The disadvantage is that they do not consider the frequency aspect (CF) at all (see Tab. 2). Furthermore, CTE-XL generates a test suite that is larger than necessary for interaction coverage; this is because it focuses on ordering test cases, rather than improving interaction coverage. Actually, the size of CTE-XL's test suite (18 test cases) is larger than Bryce's (15 test cases), which suffices for satisfying pairwise coverage. Table 2 . Generated test suites by the proposed and previous methods. Frequency-focused prioritization: PICT [3] , PictMaster [7] , and Fujimoto's method [5] obtain higher-priority values more frequently; in our example, for parameter OS, value Win with weight 2 should appear twice as frequently as values Mac and Ubuntu with weight 1. In PICT, given weights are considered only if two value choices are identical, and thus the frequency is reflected only approximately. To improve this, PictMaster constructs a test suite to redundantly cover pairs according to their weights, and thus the size is unnecessary large as shown in Tab. 2-(e). On the other hand, Fujimoto developed a method to add test cases to an existing test suite that more accurately reflect given weights for value frequency. The test suite generated by Fujimoto's method in Tab. 2 shows that Win appears 14 times, twice as frequently as Mac (7 times), but the test suites by PICT and PictMaster contains the same numbers of Win and Mac.
In the example, PictMaster generates 28 test cases, while Fujimoto's method uses 15 test cases by PICT plus 13 optional test cases (to more accurately reflect given weights for value frequency); see Tab. 2-(e),(f). The strength of these approaches is that more important values appear more frequently; however, the order of important test cases is completely disregarded. 
Proposed approach to prioritized test generation
We propose a novel approach to prioritized N -wise test generation, which integrates the three prioritization criteria of order, CO, frequency, CF, and size, CS. For CS, we select a new test case to cover as many uncovered value N -tuples as possible. For CO, we select a new test case to cover value N -tuples with the highest weight. For CF, a new test case is selected according to the occurrence ratio of values in a test suite. To rigorously consider CF, we employ the notion of KL Divergence used in [5] . KL divergence, D KL (P ||Q) defined in Fig. 1, expresses the distance between the current value occurrence distribution, P , and an ideal distribution, Q, according to given weights. In the ideal distribution, for each value, the number of occurrences is proportional to its weight. By integrating the three criteria CO, CF, and CS, our approach obtains small test suites where high-priority test cases appear early and frequently.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of the algorithm with priority order CS>CO>CF. Given a weighted SUT model, the algorithm generates test cases one by one until all N -tuples of parameter values are covered. For a new test case, we choose the best one w. r. t. CS, i. e., the test case that covers the most new N -tuples of parameter values (step 4). If there are several candidates, choose the best one for CO, i. e., the test case that covers the new N -tuples of parameter values with the highest weight (step 4-2). If there are still several candidates, choose the best one for CF; i. e., the test case with min. KL divergence (step 4-2-2) to ensure that the value frequency distribution is closest to the ideal state.
Tab. 2-(a) shows the pairwise test suite generated from the example model in Tab. 1-(a), by Algorithm 1 (A1). For the first test case, all the test cases in which the number of newly-covered value pairs (n) is 3 become candidates, since this is the max. number at this stage. Among them, (Intel, Win, − 1 ) is selected as it has the max. value of w, 22. For the 11th test case, test cases 11-15 have the same n and w. In the first ten test cases, AMD and Intel are assigned equally often to parameter CPU, even though the weight of Intel is twice of that of AMD. Furthermore, Ubuntu occurs less often than Mac despite their weights 1 The symbol − can take any value for Browser as all values have the same weight. being the same. Thus, Intel and Ubuntu are assigned to the 11th test case to achieve a better KL divergence. We can construct variants of the algorithm with different orders of prioritization criteria CO, CF, and CS, by swapping the conditions in steps 4, 4-2, and 4-2-2 in Algorithm 1. For example, we can construct another algorithm A2 with CO>CS>CF. Tab. 2-(b) shows the pairwise test suite generated by A2. Note that test cases by A1 (resp., A2) are ordered by n (w), since CO (CW) is the first priority criterion. Test cases with the same value of n (resp., w) are ordered by w (n) for A1 (A2), since CW (CO) is the second priority criterion. Furthermore, the test suites generated by A1 and A2 require only 15 test cases, which is fewer than those computed by most previous methods.
We compared our method with the previous methods from the three metrics of interaction coverage, weight coverage, and KL divergence, using several examples of weighted SUT models. As a result, we confirmed that our proposed method can improve on all the metrics.
2 Fig. 1 shows the evaluation result on our example in Tab. 1-(a). 3 The proposed algorithms are superior to the previous methods according to the three metrics. A1 and A2, respectively, provide the best results for pairwise coverage and weight coverage, and thus we can obtain a high coverage of higher-priority test cases even when only a small number of test cases is selected. When considering KL divergence, A2 (resp., A1) provides the best result when the number of test cases is higher than 4 (7). Our method provides a good balance of value occurrences, even in a small test suite.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have proposed a novel technique for prioritized N -wise test generation, which integrates the three prioritization criteria of order, CO, frequency, CF, and size, CS. Our technique is designed to generate small N -wise test suites, where highpriority test cases appear early and frequently. Our early evaluation has shown that the technique can outperform the state-of-the-art techniques on all the three metrics. The technique is currently under implementation, and will be evaluated including computing cost on practical-sized SUT models. We are also considering to develop approximate algorithms with a lower computing cost, in case our technique is not scalable for practical sized SUT models. Future work also includes handling weights attached to both of parameters and values, and to structured SUT models [4] .
